
The legendary opera Einstein on the Beach by Phillip Glass, Robert Wilson and Lucinda Childs 
premièred at the Festival of Avignon in 1976. It was certainly not a conventional opera. It lasted for more 
than five hours and the audience could freely come in and out. It wasn’t about telling a continuous story 
but about experiencing time itself. For this new concertante version, the Ictus ensemble is joining forces 
with Collegium Vocale Gent and with neo-folk legend Suzanne Vega. There is no spectacular staging 
in the style of Robert Wilson this time; the musical composition and the musicality of the libretto are the 
central focus in a minimalist and hypnotizing soundscape that lasts 200 minutes. The visual and spatial 
interventions by Dutch visual artist Germaine Kruip will ensure a continuum between the stage and the 
audience.

• Collegium Vocale Gent is an ensemble led by conductor Phillippe Herreweghe that has been taking 
the world by storm since the 1970s. Germaine Kruip is a scenographer and visual artist, and has been 
featured at Kaaitheater twice before: during Performatik15 and during the Kunstenfestivaldesarts 2016. 
The Brussels music ensemble Ictus is a fixture of the Kaaitheater programme. This season, they are also 
presenting creations with Mette Edvardsen and Matteo Fargion, Eleanor Bauer, and Noé Soulier.
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LIGHTNING FAST AND 
HYPNOTICALLY SLOW 
text by Maarten Beirens,  
translated by IsoTranslation 
by courtesy of Concertgebouw Brugge

The very least one can say about the American 
composer Philip Glass (born 1937) is that he is a 
true phenomenon. His later success may cause one 
to forget that his career began in the late ‘60s as an 
obscure avant-gardist in the downtown New York 
art scene. Now, at the age of 81, he carries an aura 
that is almost unheard of among contemporary 
composers.   

Philip Glass’s musical career started off fairly 
traditionally: he studied at the Juilliard School in 
New York, where he developed an unremarkable, 
academic composing style. Like many American 
composers, Glass made for Paris next to study under 
Nadia Boulanger – at that time the ‘grande dame’ 
of compositional teaching who had directed several 
generations of American composers towards the 
neoclassical style of Stravinsky. More definitive for 
the direction Glass would take was his encounter in 
Paris with the Indian sitar virtuoso Ravi Shankar. 
The latter was in Paris to record the soundtrack he 
had written for Conrad Rooks’ film Chapaqqua. 
Glass was taken on to write out the parts for the 
(western) musicians in musical notation.   

For Glass, this was an intense confrontation with 
the formal principles of Indian music, with a focus 
on long, modular melodies over a simple, static 
harmonic base, and above all a highly refined 
rhythmic structure. This so-called additive rhythm 
(with unequal groups of two, three or four notes 
in a regular pulse which are combined into larger, 
somewhat rhythmically fanciful wholes) would 
shortly form the key with which Glass was to 
reinvent his own style.   

On his return to New York, Philip Glass found 
himself in an environment in which the tendency 
towards austerity, concentration and reduction had 
suddenly taken root. This was the breakthrough 
of ‘minimal music’. Composers such as LaMonte 
Young, Terry Riley and Steve Reich had written 
a number of pioneering pieces which combined 
extremely limited material, brief motif-like ‘cells’ or 
extremely long sustained tones with long durations 
and multiple repetition. Glass started to develop his 
new additive structures into striking compositions, 
around which he assembled his own ensemble.    

The work they produced was quite radical: 
loud, intense, systematic, strictly structured and 
uncompromising in the clear way in which limited 
material is put through a transformative process, 
extremely gradually. Instead of the classical venues, 
they performed in art galleries, museums and the 
‘lofts’ of artist friends.

The connection with the minimal art of Sol LeWitt, 
Richard Serra, Donald Judd and so many others 
of their generation was cemented in this way: the 
places where the artists exhibited were also the places 
where minimal music was originally performed. In 
this way, minimal music became part of a New York 
scene with visual artists, dancers and dramatists.

It was inevitable that in that artistic melting pot 
Glass would cross paths with director Robert 
Wilson, who already had a number of remarkable 
productions to his name. They stood out due to 
their extremely long duration, an intensely stylised 
approach, in which, as in the Japanese noh tradition, 
for example, text, motion and music together form a 
single, encompassing static spectacle with the allure 
of a ritual. Wilson and Glass began working together 
in 1974 on a project that was to become a portrait 
of an iconic figure of the 20th century.   
Hitler and Ghandi were briefly considered but they 
swiftly decided upon Albert Einstein. The working 
title of their opera was Einstein on the Beach on Wall 
Street – neither Glass nor Wilson can now recall 
why or how ‘Wall Street’ was dropped from the title 
during the working process.   

Einstein on the Beach premiered at the Avignon 
festival in 1976 and then began a triumphant tour 
of European concert halls and opera houses. Finally, 
the Metropolitan Opera invited Glass and Wilson 
to play two performances of Einstein in New York. 
This American premiere of Einstein on the Beach 
quickly catapulted Glass and Wilson to the position 
of standard-bearers of the new minimalist aesthetic 
in the US.   

Like all of Wilson’s work of the period, Einstein 
on the Beach was called an ‘opera’ and is effectively 
the start of Glass’s carrier as an opera composer. 
However, the work is highly unusual for opera: 
there are no vocal roles and no linear narrative – the 
libretto consists of  fragments of text, mostly from 
the pen of Christopher Knowles, an autistic boy 
with whom Wilson (still a social worker at this time) 
was working, supplemented by performers – actor 
Samuel Johnson and dancer (later choreographer) 
Lucinda Childs. The choir sings the note numbers 
or names, which emphasises the rhythmic patterns 
and harmonic content of the music. The orchestra 
pit accommodated the Philip Glass Ensemble: two 
electric organs, three wind players on saxophones, 
bass clarinet and flutes and a soprano. On top of this 
there was a solo violinist dressed up as Einstein.

In terms of its content, the opera connects loose 
associations around the figure of Einstein, expressed 
most clearly in the three visual themes of the opera: 
the train (the paradigm often used to illustrate the 
theory of relativity), the trial/prison (the ethical 
implications of a theory that also indirectly makes 
the atomic bomb possible – the opera’s final scene 
ends with a reference to an atomic explosion) and 
a spaceship (the science fiction aspect of Einstein’s 
ideas. Relativity theory is at its most interesting 



when we think of phenomena such as near-light 
speed). Wilson translates these three themes into 
similar scene concepts that retain only a visual 
link in the final act: Building is a variation on the 
train, Bed is derived from Trial/Prison). These major 
scenes are interchanged with five shorter, intimistic 
interludes, given the name Knee Plays as they, like 
the eponymous joint, provide a connecting function 
before, between and after the acts of the opera. 
The whole performance usually lasted just under 
five hours without breaks. In Einstein on the Beach 
Glass and Wilson provided the blueprint for a 
completely new type of opera: non-narrative, static, 
with associative images and lyrics and a near to 
ritual process in which even the smallest gesture is 
meticulously choreographed.  

Glass’s equally radical music was a perfect fit for 
Robert Wilson’s theatrical language. Like Wilson’s 
scene concepts, Glass’s music is often very fast 
(and uncompromisingly loud) on the surface, but 
static underneath due to the repetitive and slowly-
changing patterns. It is music in which sparse 
elements are continually undergoing all manner 
of transformations. Glass limits his material to a 
handful of themes: three themes that have been 
developed mainly as a chord progression: the three-
chord theme which starts the opera, a four-chord 
theme that appears in the three Trial scenes and the 
‘cadential theme’ of five chords which is omnipresent 
during the final Spaceship scene. We can also discern 
another four recurring themes, each of which forms 
a single chord.    

Glass builds up the scenes by swapping around 
the recurring blocks of themes. For example, Train 
1 has three (which are played in an ABCABC 
pattern): a first theme on one chord that is built 
on a polyrhythm of 3 against 4 beats, a completely 
instrumental passage based on another single-chord 
pattern in continuous counter-movement and then 
the ‘cadential’ theme.

In Einstein, Glass’s interest in additive rhythmic 
patterns (in which you can allow one motif to grow 
and contract by adding or subtracting irregular 
groups of two, three or four notes) continues to 
drive his music. But at the same time, you notice 
that alongside these rhythmic/melodic processes, 
which formed the core of his minimalist style, he 
also demonstrates in Einstein a greater interest in 
harmonic structure. Chord patterns become an 
important identifiable element and, in particular, 
the cadential theme shows a high level of harmonic 
refinement (it is a cadence that is bent halfway and 
therefore ends half a step lower than the listener 
originally expects – and so sounds like an ending 
(which is what a harmonic cadence traditionally 
does) but then doesn’t sound like one at all). For the 
listener, this can easily evoke an unusual sense of 
musical ecstasy, which matches closely the essence 
of Glass’s early style. It is music that is superficially 
hyperkinetic yet remains static, or seems to be 
simply repetitive but remains highly unpredictable 

due to the ongoing rhythmic regrouping of similar 
motifs; it is music that is at once breathtakingly 
fast and excruciatingly slow. Precisely the type of 
paradoxical experience of time that coincides with 
Einstein’s ideas.   
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MUSIC Philip Glass | TEXTS Christopher Knowles, Samuel M. Johnson, Lucinda Childs | NARRATOR Suzanne Vega | MUSICAL DIRECTORS 
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Wilfried Van Dyck | LIGHT ASSISTANTS Wannes De Rydt & Benno Baarends | SOUND ENGINEER Alexandre Fostier | ASSISTANT SOUND EN-
GINEER Suse Ribeiro | COSTUME Anne-Catherine Kunz | DRAMATURGY Maarten Beirens | SCENOGRAPHY ASSISTANT Maxime Fauconnier | 
COLLEGIUM VOCALE GENT: CHOIR SOPRANOS Joowon Chung, Magdalena Podkościelna, Elisabeth Rapp (solo), Charlotte Schoeters | ALTOS 
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